Introduction
The evolution from Möbius to gyrogroups began in 1988 [12] , and is still ongoing in [14, 15] . Gyrogroups, a natural generalization of groups, lay a fruitful bridge between nonassociative algebra and hyperbolic geometry, just as groups lay a fruitful bridge between associative algebra and Euclidean geometry. More than 150 years have passed since the German mathematician August Ferdinand Möbius (1790 -1868) first studied the transformations that now bear his name [9, p. 71 ]. Yet, the rich structure he thereby exposed is still far from being exhausted, as the evolution from Möbius to gyrogroups demonstrates.
From Möbius
Möbius transformations of the complex open unit disc D = {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} of the complex plane C are studied in most books on function theory of one complex variable. According to [10, p. 176] , these are important for at least two reasons: (i) they play a central role in non-Euclidean geometry [15] , and (ii) they are the only automorphisms of the disc. Ahlfors 
Naturally, Möbius subtraction, ⊖, is given by a⊖z = a⊕(−z), so that z⊖z = 0 and ⊖z = 0⊖z = 0⊕(−z) = −z.
Interestingly, Möbius addition possesses the automorphic inverse property
and the left cancellation law
Möbius addition is neither commutative nor associative. To make it look like a commutative binary operation in the disc, we define the gyrations
Being unimodular complex numbers, gyrations represent rotations of the disc about its center.
Moreover, gyrations respect Möbius addition:
for all a, b, c, d∈D. Also, the inverse of a gyration gyr[a, b] is the gyration gyr[b, a]:
Hence, gyrations are special automorphisms of the Möbius groupoid (D, ⊕). We recall that a groupoid (G, ⊕) is a nonempty set, G, with a binary operation, ⊕, and that an automorphism of a groupoid (G, ⊕) is a bijective self map f of G that respects its binary operation ⊕, that is, f (a⊕b) = f (a)⊕f (b). The set of all automorphisms of a groupoid (G, ⊕) forms a group, denoted Aut(G, ⊕).
To emphasize that gyrations are automorphisms, they are also called gyroautomorphisms. The automorphism φ(z) = −z of the disc is not a gyroautomorphism of the disc since the equation (1 + ab)/(1 +āb) = −1 for a, b ∈ D has no solution in the disc. Consequently, the gyroautomorphisms of the disc do not form a group under gyroautomorphism composition.
It follows from the gyration definition in (5) that Möbius addition obeys the gyrocommutative law:
for all a, b∈D. The Möbius gyrocommutative law (8) is not terribly surprising since it is generated by the gyration definition. But, we are not finished! "Coincidentally," the gyration gyr[a, b] that "repairs" in (8) the breakdown of commutativity in Möbius addition "repairs" the breakdown of associativity as well, giving rise to the following gyroassociative laws (left and right):
for all a, b, z ∈ D. Hence, gyrations measure simultaneously the extent to which Möbius addition deviates from both associativity and commutativity.
Möbius gyrations are expressible in terms of Möbius addition. Indeed, solving the first identity in (9) for gyr [a, b] z by means of the Möbius left cancellation law (4) we have
Möbius gyrations gyr[a, b], a, b∈D, thus endow the Möbius disc groupoid (D, ⊕) with a group-like structure, naturally called a gyrogroup. In fact, Möbius gyrations do more than that. They contribute their own rich structure to the gyrogroup. Thus, for instance, they possess the loop properties (left and right)
and the nested gyration identity (12) gyr
More gyration identities, along with their applications in hyperbolic geometry and Einstein's special relativity, are presented in [14, 15] . An important hyperbolic geometric interpretation of Möbius gyrations as triangle defects is presented in [20] , and an important special relativistic interpretation of gyrations as Thomas precessions is presented in [16] and noted in [19] .
Guided by the group-like structure of Möbius addition, we define a gyrogroup to be a group in which the associative law is replaced by the gyroassociative laws (left and right), and a gyrocommutative gyrogroup to be a commutative group in which the commutative and associative laws are replaced by the gyrocommutative and gyroassociative laws. Like Möbius gyrations, the gyrations in the gyrocommutative and gyroassociative laws of an abstract gyrogroup must be automorphisms of the gyrogroup.
Thus, the disc D with its Möbius addition forms a gyrocommutative gyrogroup (D, ⊕) where, strikingly, the concepts of gyrocommutativity and gyroassociativity of the gyrogroup preserve the flavor of their classical counterparts [14, 15] . Mathematical coincidences are not accidental! Hence, in particular, the gyrations that "coincidentally" repair in (8) - (9) the breakdown of commutativity and associativity need not be peculiar to Möbius addition, as shown in [4, 5] .
To Gyrogroups
Taking the key features of the Möbius groupoid (D, ⊕) as axioms, we are now in a position to present the formal gyrogroup definition. The gyrogroup axioms (G1) -(G5) in Definition 1 are classified into three classes:
Definition 1. (Gyrogroups). A groupoid (G, ⊕) is a gyrogroup if its binary
(1) The first pair of axioms, (G1) and (G2), is a reminiscent of the group axioms. (2) The last pair of axioms, (G4) and (G5), presents the gyrator axioms. (3) The middle axiom, (G3), is a hybrid axiom linking the two pairs of axioms in (1) and (2).
As in group theory, we use the notation a⊖b = a⊕(⊖b) in gyrogroup theory as well.
In full analogy with groups, gyrogroups are classified into gyrocommutative and non-gyrocommutative gyrogroups.
Definition 2. (Gyrocommutative Gyrogroups). A gyrogroup (G, ⊕) is gyrocommutative if its binary operation obeys the gyrocommutative law
Clearly, a (commutative) group is a degenerate (gyrocommutative) gyrogroup whose gyroautomorphisms are all trivial. The algebraic structure of gyrogroups is, accordingly, richer than that of groups. Thus, without losing the flavor of the group structure we have generalized it into the gyrogroup structure to suit the needs of Möbius addition in the disc. Fortunately, the gyrogroup structure is by no means restricted to Möbius addition in the disc. Rather, it abounds in group theory as demonstrated, for instance, in [4] and [5] , where finite and infinite gyrogroups, both gyrocommutative and non-gyrocommutative, are studied. Some first gyrogroup theorems, some of which are analogous to group theorems, are presented in [15, Chap. 2].
Möbius Gyrogroups: From the Disc To The Ball
The gyrocommutative gyrogroup structure in Definition 2 is tailor-made for Möbius addition in the disc. However, it suits Möbius addition in the ball of any real inner product space as well.
Let us identify complex numbers of the complex plane C with vectors of the Euclidean plane R 2 in the usual way:
Then, the equations
give the inner product and the norm in R 2 , so that Möbius addition in the disc D of C becomes Möbius addition in the disc R
Indeed, it follows from (14) that
for all u, v ∈ D and all u, v ∈ R 2 s=1 . The last equation in (15) is a vector equation, so that its restriction to the ball of the Euclidean two-dimensional space is a mere artifact. As such, it survives unimpaired in higher dimensions, suggesting the following definition of Möbius addition in the ball of any real inner product space.
Definition 3. (Möbius Addition in the Ball).
Let V be a real inner product space [8] , and let V s be the s-ball of V,
for any fixed s > 0. Möbius addition ⊕ is a binary operation in V s given by the equation
where · and · are the inner product and norm that the ball V s inherits from its space V and where, ambiguously, + denotes both addition of real numbers on the real line and addition of vectors in V.
Without loss of generality, one may select s = 1 in Definition 3. We, however, prefer to keep s as a free positive parameter in order to exhibit the result that in the limit as s → ∞, the ball V s expands to the whole of its real inner product space V, and Möbius addition ⊕ reduces to vector addition in V.
Being special automorphisms, Möbius gyrations form an important ingredient of the Möbius disc gyrogroup (D, ⊕). Following the extension of Möbius addition from the disc to the ball, it is desirable to extend Möbius gyrations from the disc to the ball as well. On first glance this task seems impossible, since Möbius gyrations in the disc are given by (5) in terms of a division of complex numbers by nonzero complex numbers, an operation that cannot be extended from the disc to the ball. Fortunately, however, identity (10) comes to the rescue. This identity expresses gyrations in terms of Möbius addition in the disc, an operation that we have just extended from the disc to the ball in (15) , as formalized in Definition 3.
As suggested by (10) , and in agreement with Definition 1 of gyrogroups, the definition of Möbius gyrations in the ball follows. It is anticipated in Definition 4 that gyrations of the ball are automorphisms of the ball groupoid (V s , ⊕). To show that this is indeed the case, we note that (18) can be manipulated by means of Definition 3 of Möbius addition, obtaining (with the help of computer algebra)
where Furthermore, it follows from (19) - (20) straightforwardly (the use of computer algebra is recommended) that Möbius gyrations of the ball preserve the inner product that the ball V s inherits from its real inner product space V, that is, Not unexpectedly, Möbius addition ⊕ in the ball V s of any real inner product space V preserves the structure it has in the disc. It thus gives rise to the Möbius gyrocommutative gyrogroup (V s , ⊕) in the ball, studied in [15] . Möbius addition in the ball is known in the literature as a hyperbolic translation [2, 11] . However, its gyrogroup structure went unnoticed until it was uncovered in 1988 [12, 13] in the context of Einstein's special theory of relativity. Indeed, like Möbius addition, Einstein's velocity addition law of special relativity gives rise to the Einstein gyrocommutative gyrogroup (V s , ⊕ E ) in the ball, studied in [12, 14, 16] .
The evolution of Möbius addition and gyrations in the disc does not stop at the level of gyrogroups. It continues into the regime of gyrovector spaces. Strikingly, gyrovector spaces form the setting for hyperbolic geometry just as vector spaces form the setting for Euclidean geometry. In particular, Möbius gyrovector spaces form the setting for the Poincaré ball model of hyperbolic geometry while, similarly, Einstein gyrovector spaces form the setting for the Beltrami-Klein ball model of hyperbolic geometry [14, 15, 17, 18, 21] . Accordingly, a gyrovector space approach to analytic hyperbolic geometry, fully analogous to the common vector space approach to Euclidean geometry [7] , is developed in [15] .
